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Abstract. Let Í2 = R"\E , where £ is a closed subset of the hyperplane

{x„ = 0} and every point of E is regular for the Dirichlet problem on Q .

Further, let ak denote the (n — l)-dimensional measure of the set {X e

Í2: xn = 0 , ek < \X\ < ek+l} . It is known that the cone, &e , of positive

harmonic functions on £2 which vanish on E has dimension 1 or 2. In this

paper it is shown that if ^f""'"*"" < +°° , then dim^ = 2. This

result, which in the case n = 2 implies a recent theorem of Segawa, is also

shown to be sharp.

1. Introduction and results

Points of R" (n > 2) are denoted by X = (X' ,xn), where X' eR°"'. We

call Q a Denjoy domain if Q = R"\7 , where 7 is a nonempty closed proper

subset of the hyperplane {xn = 0} such that each point of 7 is regular for the

Dirichlet problem in Q..

Let £PE denote the cone of positive harmonic functions on Q which vanish

on 7. It is known (see [1] or [2]) that either all functions in &E are pro-

portional or £PE is generated by two linearly independent minimal harmonic

functions. (A positive harmonic function u on Q is called minimal if any other

positive harmonic function » on £1 satisfying v < u is proportional to u.)

We describe these cases by writing dim^£ = 1 and dim^£ = 2 respectively.

Roughly speaking, dim,^ = 2 if the set {xn = 0}\7 is "sufficiently sparse

near infinity". Several results in this direction can be found in Benedicks [2].

Recently Segawa [4], working in the complex plane, added the following.

Theorem A. Let n = 2. If there exists X > 5 such that

(1) / x~2dx = 0(rl[logtfÁ)       (-Í-+00),
J{x: (a-.O)GÍÍ, |.v|>/}

then &xm3°E = 2.

(In fact, Segawa stated his result for harmonic functions with pole at the

origin rather than at infinity. The above is an equivalent formulation based on

inversion in the unit circle.)
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964 STEPHEN J. GARDINER

The purpose of this paper is to provide a result of this type for R", which

in the case « = 2 improves Theorem A. We will also show that our condition

is sharp.

For each k G N let

Fk = {X' gR"~1: (X',0)eßande>* < \x'\<ek+l},

and put ak = \Fk\, the (n - 1 )-dimensional Lebesgue measure of Fk . Our

main result is as follows.

Theorem 1. // £>~"*a£/(*-1) < +co, then dim^£ = 2.

The proof of Theorem 1 relies on the work of Benedicks mentioned above

and a balayage-type argument. Details can be found in §2. To see that Theorem

1 includes Theorem A, note that if n = 2 and ( 1 ) hold, then

É"    otk < e +   /   x_  dx = 0(k    )       (k —> oo),
JFk

v^   -2*   2   _   ,
so i^e      ak < +oo .

In the case n > 3 it is known [2, Corollary 1] that if 7 omits an infinite

(«-l)-dimensional circular cone, then dim^. = 1. The following result shows

that it is sufficient for 7 to omit a certain sequence of (n— l)-dimensional balls.

It also establishes the sharpness of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let  (rk)   be a sequence of nonnegative real numbers such that
E—nk  n iv

e      rk = +00 . If

oo

E = ixn = 0}\ \J{(X',0): \X' - (2ek,0,... ,0)| < rk},
k = \

then c\vca.0°E = 1.

The proof of Theorem 2 is given in §3.

2. Proof of Theorem 1

2.1. We begin by stating a result of Benedicks on which our proofs rely. For

each X1 G R"_1 let K(X') be the open cube in R" with center (X',0) and

side e~ \X'\, all sides being parallel to the coordinate hyperplanes. Further,

let Q(X') = K(X')\E and ßE(X') denote the harmonic measure of dK(X')

on Q(X') evaluated at the point (X' ,0). The result below is drawn from [2,

Theorems 3 and 4].

Theorem B. The following are equivalent:

(i) dim^£ = 2;

(ii) there exists a function u G ¿PE such that u(X) > \xn\ on Rn ;

(2)       (iii)   / \X'\l~"ßE(X')dX' <+oo.
J{\X'\>1}
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2.2. We now collect together some definitions required in the proof of Theorem

1.

Let h denote the function given by h(X) = \xn\, and let on be the surface

area of the unit sphere in R". Also, let

F0 = {Vejf_1: (X',0)Gfiand \X'\<e}

and q0 = \FQ\. For each k G N, we let

4

yk = J2a4k-j

and note that the hypothesis of Theorem 1 implies that the series Yle~     y"k

converges. We define the open sets

k
.1/(1-1)       l/("-lK

Gk =
i        1/ (n-1)       1/71-1), j   ,, I ^

x(-y/        ,ykn     ')andUk = \jGj.

(If yt = 0, then Gk is empty.)

If / is a function defined on the boundary d W of a bounded open set W7 ,

we use H[W ,f] to denote the Perron-Wiener-Brelot solution (if it exists) to

the corresponding Dirichlet problem on W. (An account of the properties of

H[W,f] can be found in [3, Chapter 8].) If / is defined on the hyperplane

{xn = 0}, we similarly write /[/] for the corresponding half-space Poisson

integral; that is,

¿) = V;'Í       ñY']Q2)dY'2 l2    (*„>o).
" "   Jr-' {\X'-Y'\2 + x2n}n/2

Now suppose that s is a nonnegative subharmonic function on R". We

define

(V)W = I s(X) (xn = 0)
and

H[Uk,s](X)       (XGUk)

s(X) (XGUn\Uk)

for any k € N.

(V)W =

2.3. For any set A ç R"    , let /^ denote the function valued 1 on A x {0} and

0 elsewhere on {xn = 0} . Also, let r   , be the radius of the ball 7 centered

at the origin O' of R"_1 for which |7| = 1 . We will need the following simple

lemma.

Lemma 1. There is a positive constant cn < 1, depending only on n , such that

if A is a measurable subset of R"~   satisfying \A\ - 1, then

I[XA\{X',l)<cn       (X'gR"-1).
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In fact,

dY'
I[XA](X ,l) = -Í —

°n Ja {\X'A a    /. /i v'      V'l2   i   111/2

<

FT + 1}

2_  f dY'

^nJ{Y'eA:\X'-Y'\<rn^){\X' -Y'\2 + l}nl2

+ ^(r2n-i + V~n/2\{Y,£A:\x'-Y'\>rn_x}\

< -Í
<7„

dY'

7nJ{Y'-\X>-y\<rn^}  {\X' -Y'\2 +\}nl2

= I[XB](0',l).

2.4. We claim that it is enough to pre /e Theorem 1 in the special case where

a4k = 0 for all k = 0,1,2, ... . To see this, let

oo

D=\J{(X',0):e4k<\X'\<e4k+l},

k=\

Ej = Du{(eJx',0):(X,,0)eE}       (y = 0,1,2,3),

and observe that

(3)       ßEj(X') = ßE(e-JX')       (e4k+2 <\X'\<e4k+3;k = 0,l,2,...).

Now assume that the special case of the theorem has been established. Then

we know that dim^V. —2 for j - 0, 1,2,3 ; and so by Theorem B, (2) holds,

with 7 replaced by any 7 . From (3) it follows that

/
lA-'l1   "ßE(X')dX' <+oc

\Jk{X': í>4A+J<|A''|<í"'*+-'+1} '

for each j.   Hence (2) holds, and by a further application of Theorem B,

dim^£ = 2.

In the proof of Theorem 1 we can also assume that the sum 7 of the series
E-47lA-     7l/(7I—1) •    c.

e       yk satisfies

(4) cn + 2Ta;[(e-2-e-y2)-n <l,

for the convergence of (2) is unaffected when we replace 7 by E\J{(X ,0): \X'\

< a) for any a > 0. The left-hand side of (4) will be denoted by dn.

2.5. In the light of §2.4 it remains to prove Theorem 1 under the additional

assumptions that (4) holds and that aAk =0 for all k = 0,1 ,2, ... .

Let k G N and suppose that 5 is a nonnegative subharmonic function on

R" which vanishes on 7 U {(X' ,0): \X'\ > e ~ }. Suppose also that the

¿-subharmonic function s - h is bounded above on R". Then the function

S = Jks is also nonnegative and subharmonic on R" (the regularity of Uk for

the Dirichlet problem follows from the regularity of Q ); we have S > s ; the
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function S - h is bounded above; and S vanishes on 7 u {(X ,0): \X'\ >

e }. A Phragmen-Lindelöf argument applied to each half-space now shows

that JQS > S on {X: xn / 0} and thus that JQS is subharmonic on R". Again

J0S - h is bounded above and J0S vanishes on 7 u {(X1,0) : \X'\ >e   } .

It follows that the functions (sk ) defined inductively by

S0 = h\ s2k-i — JkS2k-2 > S2k ~ ^0S2k-l

are all nonnegative and subharmonic on R" , vanish on 7, and form an in-

creasing sequence.

2.6. To prove that lim^   sk is finite, we establish the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let k G N. If there is a positive constant C such that

(5) s2k_x(x',0)<Cyl/in-1]      p',0)eGj;isN),

then
s2k+i(X',0) < (1 + Cdn)y)l(n-l)       ((X',0) g Gj-J G N).

To see this, suppose (5) holds, let /sN be such that y. / 0, and let

is        r v       (8j-7)/2       ivl. (8/+l)/2 ,  ,      . 1/(71-1)-,
K = {X:eyj    "   < \X \ < ey J   "   and \xn\ < jy        }.

Using the fact that a4 _4 = 0 = q4 , we have, for any X G OK ,

s2k_x(Y',0)dY'

J(Y>{K'eR»-': (Y> ,0)£K} {\X' - F'|    + *„}
7,2,     2xn/2

y'-i
. ~    -1    1/(71-1)^1,.   (8j-7)/2 4^-4,-71 v-^    n/(7!-l)

<2on   y/       C   [pl -<?      ]    2^V
i=i

4i-3 (8;+l)/21-7i   i/(i-l)
+ ¿^ [i>       - e^J        ]    y,

i=/+l

<2a;iyfn-l}c{[e1/2-ir',{£e-4niyfn-l]
(=1

r    —3 —7/2,-7!    v—V        —471/     71
+ [e    - e      ]     \^e      yi

1=7+1

, »    -1    1/(71-1) „r   -3 -7/2,-«„
<2an   y/       C[e     -e      ]    T,

where  7 is as defined in §2.4.  Also, using Lemma 1 and the dilation X

s2k_x(Y',0)dY'

l/(i-lj V
y j        X , we have

:(Y>,0)eK}{\X'-Y'\2+X¿}
7,2   .   ^2171/2

o/;i"-i)cmax{,„,2ff;'[f-j-,-"r^","j?;'

= y)n-l)Ccn       (XGdK).
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(The last step is possible since, by the final paragraph of §2.4, we can assume j

to be sufficiently large to achieve this.) Hence, if X GdK,

s2k(X) = (J0s2k_x)(X)

<yl/{n-i){l + C[2Ta;\e-3-e-y2)-" + cn]}

-7lj,(ß-l\l + Cdu),

where dn is as defined in §2.4. It follows that, if (X1,0) G G , then

hk+M',0) = (Jk+xs2k)(X',0)

fH[Gj,s2l¡]{X',0)       (j<k+l)

"l0 (j>k+l)
< max{s2k(Y): Y GdK}

<y)l(n-X)d + cdn),

the penultimate step being a consequence of the maximum principle and the

fact that Gj ç K. The lemma is now established.

2.7. We now complete the proof of Theorem 1. Since

,y>  m     <TUMY>  J   <y\,l'"1)        ((X',0)GGx)
sx(X ,0 = (J.h)(X ,0)< .

1 ' \  =0 ((X',0)?Gx)

it follows from Lemma 2 that

W*'>°) <d+dn + 4 + ... + dk)yinn-l)       ((X',0) G Gj-JGN).

Since dn < 1, it follows that the function 5 = lim^^ sk is locally bounded on

{xn = 0} . Further, s2k_x is harmonic in Uk , so s = lims2k_x is harmonic in

(I Gj. We can assume this latter set to be nonempty (otherwise the theorem is

vacuously true), so there are points of the half-spaces {xn > 0} and {xn < 0}

where 5 is finite. Since s2k is harmonic in [xn / 0} for each k, so is 5 =

lims2k . In fact, applying the monotone convergence theorem to the equation

S2k = JoS2k-\ ' We nnC^ tnat

s(X) = h(X) + I[s](X',\xn\)       (x„#0),

and so s is locally bounded on R" .

We have now established that 5 is harmonic on the set R"\(7 u 7), where

7 = {(*',0): log|X'|GN}.

Since 7 is polar and s is locally bounded on R", it follows that 5 can be

redefined (if necessary) on 7 n 7 in such a way that 5 is harmonic on R"\7 .

Now let a > 0 and 7 = {X g Q: \X\ < a}. Since each sk is subharmonic

on R" we have sk < H[B ,sk] on 7, whence s < H[B ,s] on 7 by monotone

convergence. Since, further, each sk vanishes on 7, it follows that 5 contin-

uously vanishes on the set {X G 7: \X\ < a}.  (Any point of the latter set is
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regular for the Dirichlet problem on 7 .) Thus, as a can be arbitrarily large, s

continuously vanishes on 7. Also, s > sQ = h . The equivalence of (i) and (ii)

in Theorem B now shows that dim &E = 2 .

3. Proof of Theorem 2

Let É = {(X1,0): \X'\ > 1} and let u G 3°E, be symmetric in xn . Clearly

there is a positive constant c such that

u(X) = c\xn\ + I[u](X',\xn\)       (xn¿0)

and so, multiplying by a suitable factor, we can assume that u(X) < 1 + |xj

for all X g R" .

Let   (rk)   and  7  be as in the statement of Theorem 2 and let  2pk  =

min{rA. ,e }. Clearly ¿^,e~" p"k = +00 . Let

Bk = {X'eR"~l: \X'-(2ek,0,...,0)\<pk}.

If X' G Bk , then ßE(X') > ß^(X'), where ßt(X') is the harmonic measure of

dK(X') on the set

W = K(X')\{(Y',0):\Y'-X'\>pk}

evaluated at the point (X' ,0). Applying the maximum principle to W, it

follows that

ß*{X'^(l + 2Tp[)    w(0)'

whenever pk ^ 0. Hence

/ \X'\l-nßE(X')dX' > «(0) Y: I   l^l1"" fl + ££]   ' dX'
ih ¿0 ■

k

^u(o,Ey-><'-"vr' .+4
/7^0

OO

°n-\       ,m   1-n v-^    -/IÄ    1

K ' k=\

=   +0O.

It now follows from Theorem B that dim &>E = 1 .
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